The oligomerization of amyloid beta (Aβ ) peptides into soluble non-fibrillar species plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease. However, it has been challenging to characterize the tertiary and quaternary structures of Aβ peptides due to their disordered nature and high aggregation propensity. In this work, replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations were used to explore the conformational space of Aβ 42 monomer. Among the most populated transient states, we identified a particular conformation which was able to generate ring-shaped pentamers and hexamers, when docked onto itself. The structure of these aggregates were stable during microsecond all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent. In addition to high resolution models of these oligomers, this study provides support for the conformational selection mechanism of Aβ peptide self-assembly.
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Cluster Population (%) RMSD (nm) Gyration (nm) N o of α-residues N o of β -residues 01 9. Figure S2. Time evolution of the secondary structures for the five Aβ 42 peptides within the Penta1 (top) and Penta2 (bottom) oligomers.
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Figure S3. Same as Fig. S2 but for the Hexa1 (top) and Hexa2 (bottom) oligomers.
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Figure S4. Contacts map between the residues of one protomer and the following one, within the Penta1 (top) and Penta2 (bottom) oligomers. The minimal distances between each pair of residues were averaged over the MD trajectory and over the five protomer-protomer interfaces.
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Figure S5. Same as Fig. S4 but for the Hexa1 (top) and Hexa2 (bottom) oligomers.
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Figure S6. Top and side views of disc-shaped decamer and dodecamer of Aβ 42 generated by pentamer and hexamer docking calculations on themselves.
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